
UNIFOR 715M/ONG 30205/CTV OTTAWA (CJOH TV) 
LETTER OF AGREEMENT 

NEW JOB CLASSIFICATION -MULTI-SKILLED JOURNALIST (MSJ) 

WHEREAS the parties agree that, to better address the growing multi-platform 
consumption habits of local news consumers, a more innovative approach to local news 
coverage is required. 

WHEREAS CTV Ottawa (CJOH TV) (hereinafter referred to as the "Company"), UNIFOR 
LOCAL 715M and the OTTAWA NEWSPAPER GUILD LOCAL 30205 wish to set out the 

terms of their agreement herein. 

NOW THEREFORE the parties agree as follows: 

At CTV Ottawa (CJOH TV), addressing the growing multi-platform consumption habits of 
local news consumers will be achieved in part through the creation of a new "Multi-Skilled 
Journalist (MSJ)" role/job classification which moving forward will exist in both the 
UNIFOR LOCAL 715M and OTTAWA NEWSPAPER GUILD LOCAL 30205 collective 
agreements. 

JOB FUNCTION 

The "Multi-Skilled Journalist (MSJ)" will be responsible for all local newsgathering and local 
news reporting functions at CTV Ottawa (CJOH TV). This includes, but is not limited to, the 
shooting/writing/performing/editing of packaged news stories, video/audio recordings, 
interview clips, still photography and news copy and filing these local news items to all 
platforms-Television, Radio and Digital. A detailed job description for the position is 

attached as Appendix A of this agreement. 

The "Multi-Skilled Journalist (MSJ)" role/job classification replaces the current UNIFOR 
LOCAL 715M "ENG Camera/Editor" role/job classification as w_ell as the current OTTAWA 
NEWSPAPER GUILD LOCAL 30205 "Reporter/Editor/Producer" role/job classification. 

The parties agree that MSJ's will not be required to perform the work of another 
classification in addition to the work of an MSJ in any single shift. If an MSJ is required to 
backfill another classification, due to unforeseen circumstances, they will not perform the 
functions of an MSJ for that shift but, as per current practice, can still "front" packaged 

news stories during the same shift using material gathered from other sources. "Fronting" 
is restricted to the reading/writing of a news story .. It is agreed that the intent of this 
language is not to deprive members the opportunity for overtime, nor is it a mechanism for 
the company to eliminate permanent full time positions, or to prevent the hiring of 
permanent full time employees. 









not limited to, discussions related to hours and scheduling of work, wage scales, clothing 
allowances and winter wear clothing. 

JURISDICTION 

Given that the ONG and UNIFOR have agreed to share the job function of a "Multi-Skilled 

Journalist (MST)", and that the number of positions and news gathering work will be 

equitably shared between the two Union Locals, it is agreed that this agreement is an 

exception to the jurisdiction articles of the ONG and UNIFOR agreements and pertains only 

to the classification of "Reporter/Editor/Producer" (ONG) and ENG Camera/Editor 

(UNIFOR)- to now be known as a "Multi-Skilled Journalist (MST)". All other classifications in 

the ONG or UNIFOR agreements and the work associated with these classifications will 

remain within the jurisdiction of the respective agreements. 

It is agreed that for all matters related to the employment of individuals in the "Multi
Skilled Journalist (MSJ)" role/ job classification at CTV Ottawa (CJOH TV) not specifically 
spelled out in this "Letter of "Agreement", the respective UNIFOR LOCAL 715M and 
OTTAWA NEWSPAPER GUILD LOCAL 30205 collective agreements terms will apply. 

The parties agree that this "Letter of Agreement" will become effective immediately upon 

signing and will automatically become part of each of the next new Collective Agreements 
to be negotiated between the parties (the Company and UNIFOR LOCAL 715M and the 
Company and ONG LOCAL 30205). 

FOR CTV OTTAWA 

(CJOH TV) 

FOR UNIFOR LOCAL 715M ONG LOCAL 30205 
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